CIRCULAR ECONOMY FOR COMPETITIVE REGIONS

28 November 2019
Siauliai arena (J. Jablonskio str. 16, IV floor, Conference hall), Siauliai

PROGRAM

10.30 – 11.00  Registration of participants

11.00 – 11.15  Opening ceremony

PROGRESS OTHERWISE: CIRCULAR ECONOMY

Plenary Session. Moderator: Živilė Kropaitė, journalist, LRT television and radio presenter

The European Green Course: From Plastic Fiction to Circular Reality.  
Arnoldas Pranckevičius, Head of the EC Representation in Lithuania

The Circular Economy Across Europe – Challenges in Policy and Implementation.  
Clemens Rosenmayr, EUROCHAMBRES Energy & Environment Policy Advisor

The Circular Economy Platform – a Source of Best Practice.  
Dittmann Bernd, Consultant, European Affairs Division, Federation of German Industries, the German Business Representation in Brussels, EESC member

Companies are Driving the Growth of the Circular Economy.  
Kylä-Harakka-Ruonala Tellervo, Senior Adviser, Chair of the Board, Kastehelmi Consulting Oy, EESC member

Kęstutis Masalskis, Chief Specialist, Ministry of Economy and Innovation of the Republic of Lithuania.  
Agnė Bagociutė, Head of Waste Policy Group, Ministry of Environment of the Republic of Lithuania.

11.15 – 12.45

12.45 – 13.00  Coffee and networking

CHALLENGES, OPPORTUNITIES AND WAYS

Expert discussion. Moderator: Mindaugas Maciulevičius, Director of the "Quality of Lithuanian agricultural farm produce" agricultural cooperative; member of Lithuanian "Cooperative way" agricultural cooperatives, COGECa vice president, EESC member.

Elements of Circular Economy in Strategic Documents of Šiauliai City, Directions of Breakthrough.  
Prof. Dr. Diana Cibulskienė, Professor at the Institute for Regional Development, Acting Vice-Rector for Science and Art, Šiauliai University.
Insects Part of Lithuanian Bioeconomy?
Domantas Tarasevičius, Founder of Public Institution „Circular Economy”.
Sustainable Development: Experience of „Mars Lietuva“.
Mindaugas Rupšys, „Mars Lietuva” Corporate Affairs Manager for the Region
The Circular Economy Presents New Challenges and Opportunities for a Resource-poor EU.
Vidmantas Janulevičius, SIA “Global BOD Group” Chairman of the Board.
Problems and Opportunities for Smaller Businesses Who Have to Adapt to the Circular Economy in Rural and Remote Areas.
Burns Brendan, Director and Senior Partner of Burns Burns & Burns; Director and owner of Burns-Scotland, EESC member
The Concept of Exchange / Reuse.
Tomas Vaitkevičius, JSC „VAATC“ Director
Aquaculture and Circular Economy.
Gediminas Tamošaitis, JSC „Metal Production“ Director
Application of Circular Economy Models in Packaging Material Management.
Valdonė Daugėlaitė, Co-founder of Social Startup CupCup, KTU APINI PhD

14.50 – 15.00 Declaration

ORGANIZERS

PARTNERS